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LeaseQuery Launches Lease Accounting
Solution for Small Businesses
By replacing spreadsheets with robust software, at the touch of a button, LeaseGuru
provides amortization schedules, ledger agnostic journal entries, accountant
approved and tested complex calculations, and more.

Feb. 05, 2020

LeaseQuery, a leading provider of comprehensive lease accounting software to more
than 1,000 companies, announced the launch of LeaseGuru, its CPA-approved,
cloud-based lease accounting solution for public and private companies with a lease
portfolio of under ten.

This platform has been thoroughly vetted by LeaseQuery’s trained accountants for
accuracy and compliance. Powered by the robust features of the LeaseQuery solution,
LeaseGuru enables businesses with smaller lease portfolios to accurately and cost-
effectively run disclosure reports for ASC 842 and IFRS 16 and make changes to leases
at any stage.

“Public and private companies are being mandated to comply with the most
extensive lease accounting standards in more than four decades,” said George Azih,
CEO and founder of LeaseQuery. “These new standards are too complex for basic
spreadsheets, even for the smallest lease portfolios. LeaseGuru offers small businesses
a powerful lease accounting solution that facilitates con�dent compliance.”

By replacing spreadsheets with robust software, at the touch of a button, LeaseGuru
provides amortization schedules, ledger agnostic journal entries, accountant
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approved and tested complex calculations, and more.

To learn more about LeaseGuru, powered by LeaseQuery, visit www.leaseguru.com.

LeaseQuery helps more than 10,000 accountants and other �nance professionals
eliminate lease accounting errors through its CPA-approved lease accounting
software. It is the �rst lease accounting software built by accountants for
accountants. By providing specialized consulting services in addition to its software
solution, LeaseQuery facilitates compliance with the most comprehensive regulatory
reform in 40 years for companies across all sectors. For more information about
LeaseQuery, visit LeaseQuery.com.
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